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ABSTRACT. – This article investigates how lack of information may bias
the investigator's assessment of the presence of statistical discrimination.
We show that the nature of the bias is such that statistical discrimination
may be rejected in a Mincerian regression even when the data is generated from an equilibrium with statistical discrimination. This may occur even
when the investigator has a more informative signal of productivity the
employers have.

Implications empiriques de la discrimination statistique
sur la mesure des rendements salariaux des qualifications
RÉSUMÉ. – Nous analysons comment, en présence de discrimination
statistique, l’évaluation d’un enquêteur peut être biaisée. Ce biais est tel
que l’enquêteur pourrait rejeter l’hypothèse de discrimination statistique
dans le cadre d’une regression de type Mincer même si les données sont
générées à partir d'un équilibre incluant de la discrimination statistique.
Cette situation pourrait se produire même si le signal que reçoit l’enquêteur
au sujet de la productivité est plus informatif que le signal de l’employeur.
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1 Introduction
Few empirical regularities are as well documented as the black-white wage
gap and the gender wage gap. Some researchers interpret the observed wage
gaps as evidence of prejudice. Others think the main source of inequality are
some “intrinsic” differences. Still others believe that statistical discrimination
is an important factor.
The term statistical discrimination refers to models where differential treatment of groups is driven by informational imperfections that create incentives
for rational firms to use race or gender as a proxy for productivity. In this
article, we will only discuss the more modern version of the theory of statistical discrimination, where there are feedback effects between the beliefs held
by firms and workers’ incentives to accumulate human capital. Such models
usually assume that groups are identical in everything but an “irrelevant’’
label (typically interpreted as race or gender). The group characteristic is a
useful proxy only if groups behave differently in equilibrium. Hence, income
inequality between groups is generated purely as an equilibrium phenomenon.
Members of a discriminated group are paid lower wages and are more often
assigned to low-skilled jobs because employers assume that the discriminated
group have less human capital on average. Moreover, the returns to acquire
skills for the discriminated group are lower than for other workers, which
makes the “stereotyping’’ by the employers consistent with a rational expectations equilibrium. Crudely put, workers from the discriminated group don’t
invest in skills because they will be assumed to have low skills no matter what
(COATE and LOURY [9], MORO and NORMAN [15], [16]).1
If statistical discrimination of this form contributes to the black-white wage
gap it must be that:
– blacks have less human capital than whites;
– the return on investments in human capital are lower for blacks than for
whites.
There is arguably some consensus that racial differences in human capital in
the U.S. are as predicted by the model, and it may appear straightforward to
estimate the returns to skills for the different groups by, say, returns to schooling. However, confronting the implications of the model with returns to
observable measures of skill misses the point with the theory. The fundamental reason that race or sex is useful to employers (in an equilibrium with
statistical discrimination) is that productivity cannot be perfectly observed.
Years of schooling can be observed, so all workers should have returns for an
additional year of schooling pinned down by how much this improves
1. Assuming that groups are identical is probably unrealistic. Differences in family backgrounds, the
quality of local public schools and many other factors are plausible sources for asymmetries
between groups. Our view is that a crucial question is why the racial wage gap is so persistent (the
black-white wage gap has increased slightly during the last twenty years). An explanation that
relies on socioeconomic characteristics measured during childhood cannot address this question in
the absence of a theory for why black “background characteristics’’ don't improve over time. While
admittedly stylized, a model of statistical discrimination that ignores plausible real world asymmetries provides a simple theory for the lack of convergence.
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expected productivity.2 The theory is thus about returns to imperfectly observable human capital investments, such as how much effort an individual puts
into his or her education. If human capital investments are made by altruistic
parents, we may also think about investments in basic skills like punctuality,
work ethic, self-control and other social skills.3
In this article, we show that even if the theory is about unobservable human
capital investments, it has implications on returns to observables. We develop
two versions of the model where the relation between perceived returns to
human capital is a direct scaling of the observed returns to the proxy for
productivity used by the firms. The scaling factor is group-independent, so the
incentive to invest is higher for whites than for blacks if the return to the
proxy for skill is higher for whites than for blacks and vice versa. Differences
in returns to investments in human capital will thus be reflected by differences
in the coefficient on the proxy for skill. That is, if blacks have worse incentives to accumulate skills, as should be the case if statistical discrimination is
part of the explanation for the wage gap, then the “return to the skill proxy’’
should also be lower.
It is crucial for the argument above that the proxy for skill used by the
empirical researcher is the same as the one used by the firms. We don’t think
this is particularly realistic. Our analysis will therefore focus on what we view
as a more realistic case, where the researcher has access to a signal which is
different from the signal observed by the firms. Our belief is that this setup is
a good description of the situation of a researcher working with the NLSY
dataset, or any other dataset with wage data and measures of cognitive ability
such as the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT).
To fix ideas, suppose that productivity is a one dimensional variable and
that the AFQT test score is a noisy signal of this true underlying productivity.
Furthermore, assume that firms use some other noisy indicator of skill as a
proxy for productivity. Also suppose that the econometrician runs a wage
regression where the AFQT test score enters as an explanatory variable. It
should not be surprising that the coefficient on the AFQT test is an inconsistent estimator of the true returns to human capital if the data is generated by
the model of statistical discrimination. Due to measurement error, estimates
of the return to AFQT are downwards biased estimates of the returns to the
proxy used by firms (which in itself must be scaled up to get a measure of the
actual returns). This is neither unexpected or a problem in itself.
What is problematic is that the size of the bias may be different for different
groups. We demonstrate that this may lead the investigator to reject statistical
discrimination in an arbitrary large sample even with data generated from an
equilibrium with statistical discrimination. The relative precision of the
signals is irrelevant, so this may occur even if the signal the investigator is
basing the regressions on is a more accurate signal of ability than the signal(s)
used by firms.
2. If schooling has “signalling value’’ there could be statistical discrimination on the basis of schooling. This does however not change the point: whether returns to schooling are higher or lower for
blacks than for whites is a separate issue from whether returns to unobservable human capital
investments are higher or lower for blacks than for whites.
3. Much recent empirical literature has emphasized that such basic skills are crucial determinants for
earnings. See for example CAWLEY et al. [8].
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We show that a model of statistical discrimination can match the main qualitative features of the NLSY dataset. Whether the model holds up quantitatively
is an open question that we do not resolve in this article. The main obstacle to
a serious calibration of the model is that using moments from the observed
distribution of wages alone leaves too many free parameters.
This article is related in spirit to a growing empirical literature that is investigating whether there is empirical support for statistical discrimination in
various contexts.4 However, we are only aware of two previous articles
discussing differences in rates of returns to skills. Both of them argue that
incentives cannot explain the differences between groups. In their well-known
study of the black-white wage gap, NEAL and JOHNSON [17] use NLSY data to
show (see Table 2 in their article) that the interaction of AFQT with race
produces insignificant coefficients. They conclude that there is no support for
statistical discrimination, as the returns to AFQT are no different between
groups. While this conclusion may be right, our analysis shows that with a
standard model of statistical discrimination and using what we view as natural
informational assumptions, the step between returns to AFQT and returns to
human capital involves a leap of faith. PERSICO, POSTLEWAITE and SILVERMAN
[21] investigate wage inequality between men with different height. They find
that current height does not significantly affect wages if height at adolescent
age is included as a regressor. Hence, factors that affect youth development,
such as self-esteem, participation in extracurricular activities, (which are
correlated with height at young age) affect future wages. However, they argue
against the hypothesis that this is due to statistical discrimination, since the
returns to different measures of self-esteem are no significantly different
between short and tall young men.

2 A Model of Imperfectly Observable
Human Capital Investments
In order to relate the models presented in sections 3 and 4 to the literature
we now briefly discuss a somewhat general model of statistical discrimination. Special cases of the setup include models considered in COATE and
LOURY [9], MORO and NORMAN [15], [16], and LUNDBERG and STARTZ [13].
Consider an economy with a unit mass of workers indexed by i ∈ I ⊂ R.
Each worker belongs to one of two identifiable groups, B or W, and we
denote with λ J the proportion of workers that belongs to group J. Prior to
entering the labor market each worker makes a costly human capital investment. We denote the set of possible levels of human capital by H, a generic
4. In the context of labor economics, a few examples are ALTONJI and PIERRET [3], ALTONJI and
BLANK [2], ANTONOVICS [4], FOSTER and ROSENZWEIG [11], [12], MORO [14], NEUMARK [18],
OETTINGER [19]. There is also a significant literature on statistical discrimination in mortgage
lending. BOWLUS and ECKSTEIN [6] instead disentangle intrinsic skill differences from “tastebased’’ discrimination.
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element by h, and assume that preferences over income (private consumption) and human capital investments for an agent with index i are represented
by u (w) − C (h; i) . It is easy to allow the distribution of i to be group
specific, and for empirical analysis this may be desirable. The cleanest formulation, however, is to assume that there exists some distribution G over I such
that the distribution of the cost parameter is equal to G in both groups.
With respect to human capital accumulation by workers, the only departure
from standard models in the spirit of BECKER [7] is that firms cannot perfectly
observe productivity. Workers are therefore rewarded on the basis of their
expected rather than actual human capital. This may seem like a trivial modification, but it changes the analysis in important ways. The reason is that
firms must make inferences about individual workers, so any prior knowledge
about the distribution of human capital in each group will be used. In particular if firms know that blacks and whites follow different investment strategies,
this knowledge will affect the probability estimates of worker productivity.
This signal extraction problem is modeled by assuming that there is a onedimensional variable θ ∈  summarizing all of the observable information
about a worker. When θ is a continuous variable (θ is a binary variable in
Section 3) we let f (θ |h) denote the density of signals conditional on h. Since
the choice h is unobservable (and mechanisms inducing self-selection are
ruled out by assumption) wages, hiring decisions, and job assignments can be
conditioned only on θ and J.
Changes in the distribution of human capital affect posterior beliefs about
worker productivity, so equilibrium wages will depend on the distribution of
human capital. Exactly how equilibrium wages are related to the distributions
depends on assumptions about the production technology and the form of
competition in the labor and product markets. For now, we treat the labor
market as a black box. In Sections 3 and 4 we replace this black box with the
simplest possible model of a competitive labor market.
Regardless of the exact equilibrium conditions we observe that
W = {w|w :  → R} is the set of all possible wage schemes. Writing  (H )
for the set of distributions over H we may thus think of the labor market equi

librium conditions as a mapping E = E B ,E W , where E J :  (H ) ×  (H )
→ W for J = B,W. For any wage profile w J ∈ W the problem for the individual worker (i,J ) is to choose the optimal level of human capital solving:



u w J (θ ) f (θ |h) dθ − C (h; i) .
max
(1)
h∈H θ ∈

At this general level there is of course nothing that ensures that there is a unique
optimal level of human capital for every worker (i,J ) . However, suppose for


simplicity that this is the case, and for each w J ∈ W let η i; w J be the unique
solution to (1). The unique distribution of human capital in group J that is
consistent with rational choice by workers when they face wage scheme w J is



 
then given by R ·; w J , where R h; w J = i :η(i;w J )h dG (i) , for every

h ∈ H. If (1) has a unique maximizer for all i we thus know there is a unique
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distribution of human capital consistent with w J . If there are multiple solutions to (1), then each solution generates a distribution of human capital, so in


general optimal investment behavior is a correspondence V = V B ,V W ,
where V J : W →  (H ) .
Combining optimal investments and labor market equilibrium conditions
we obtain a composite map V ◦ E :  (H ) ×  (H ) →  (H ) ×  (H ) .An
equilibrium of the model can therefore be thought of as a distribution of
human capital that is a fixed point under the mapping V ◦ E. The interpretation is that the equilibrium is a distribution of human capital in each group.
Such distribution is generated by optimal investment decisions given a wage
scheme which is consistent with firms best responding to the equilibrium
distribution of human capital.

3 A Variant with a Binary Investment
Choice
To fix ideas we will first consider a version of the model where the investment is a binary choice. This model is too stylized to be used as a serious tool
in measurement, but it illustrates the problems arising when the econometrician and the firms use different sources of information.
We let H = {0,1} where h = 0 is interpreted as “no investment’’ (or “low
investment”) and h = 1 as “investment’’ (or “high investment”). By normalization we may then take the cost of the no investment to be zero, that is
C (0; i) = 0 for all i ∈ I. Moreover, there is no further loss of generality to
assume that C (1,i) = i for all i ∈ I, so that the index of an individual
worker refers to her (extra) cost to acquire the high level of human capital.
We refer to workers who invest in human capital as “qualified’’ workers.
Qualified workers productivity is equal to 1, and workers who are not qualified do not contribute at all to output.
We also assume that the noisy signal θ that firms observe is a binary variable. That is,  = {θ0 ,θ1 }, where
(2)

Pr [θ = θ1 |h = 1] = pq > pu = Pr [θ = θ1 |h = 0] .

Hence, θ1 is “good news’’ about the productivity of the worker since qualified
workers are more likely to draw this signal. The labor market is assumed to be
competitive. Each worker is thus paid her expected marginal productivity
conditional on the signal and group identity.
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3.1 Equilibrium
Since human capital takes on only two values, we may describe the distribution of human capital in group J as a single number π J , which denotes the
fraction of qualified workers. Employers know this proportion in equilibrium,
so π J will be the relevant prior probability of investment for a worker from
group J. Qualified (unqualified) workers have productivity 1 (0), so the
expected productivity coincides with the posterior probability of being qualified. Competitive wages can thus be calculated applying Bayes’ rule:
π J pq


π J pq + 1 − π J pu


π J 1 − pq
J
J
 

w (θ0 ; π ) = J 
.
π 1 − pq + 1 − π J (1 − pu )

w J (θ1 ; π J ) =
(3)

The expressions above summarize the labor market equilibrium conditions for
the model.5 What remains is to determine which proportions π J are compatible with optimal investment behavior given that wages are given by (3).
Assuming for simplicity that u (w) = w the decision problem for an individual worker may be written as
 

max E w J (θ ; π J )|h = 1 − i,E w J (θ ; π J )|h = 0 ,
h∈{0,1}

where the first term in the parenthesis is the expected utility if the worker
becomes qualified. To collapse down the equilibrium conditions it is conve 
nient to let I π J be the incentive to invest, that is, the difference in expected
earnings for a worker who invested and one who did not,


 
I π J = E w J (θ ; π J )|h = 1 − E w J (θ ; π J )|h = 0


= pq w J (θ1 ; π J ) + 1 − pq w J (θ0 ; π J )

(4)
− pu w J (θ1 ; π J ) + (1 − pu ) w J (θ0 ; π J )


= pq − pu w J (θ1 ; π J ) − w J (θ0 ; π J )

5. The reader may notice that only investments in the own group is relevant in (3). This feature comes
from the assumption that the productivity of individual workers depend only on their skills and not
on the relative abundance of qualified and unqualified workers. When there is separability between
groups, statistical discrimination becomes a “coordination failure theory”. In MORO and NORMAN
[16] we argue that this separability is unappealing and show that by introducing a neoclassical
production function of “skilled’’ and “unskilled’’ labor, the separability disappears. The model with
curvature in production creates incentives for groups to specialize, which results in a more interesting and plausible model of discrimination. In this paper, our primary focus is to discuss how to
confront the model with data on returns to ability. For simplicity we have therefore chosen to
consider specifications where groups are separable despite the shortcomings of such models.
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One can check that if 0 = pu < pq < 1, then I (·) is strictly decreasing, if
0 < pu < pq = 1, then I (·) is strictly increasing, and if pu = 0 and pq = 1,
then I (·) is constant in π J . These cases (with revealing signals) are somewhat special. In all other cases I (·) is a hump-shaped function.
Assuming 0 < pu < pq < 1 it is easy to verify that I (0) = I (1) = 0.
That is, when everyone behaves in the same way and there is some error in
the signal, employers simply choose to ignore the signal and only rely on the
prior information. For intermediate values of π J , the signal is informative,
i.e. higher signals are more likely to have invested in human capital, hence
will receive higher wages, which implies positive incentives to acquire human
capital. The proportion of group J workers who will rational invest given
 that

firms correctly believe that a proportion π J invests is thus G I π J .
Hence, a proportion π J of investors in group J is consistent with equilibrium
if and only if it solves π J = G(I (π J )).

3.2 Statistical Discrimination
It is not difficult to construct examples such that there are multiple equilibria, which differ by the proportion of investors and are Pareto rankable with
the equilibrium with the highest level of investments being the most desirable
equilibrium. The crucial feature that opens up the possibility for multiple
equilibria is an informational externality. A useful way to think of this externality is to observe that employers’ perception of a group is like a public
good. Individual workers, however, ignore the feedback from investments to
the perception about the group, which creates an obvious “under investment
problem’’ as well as a possibility of multiple equilibria.
If the fixed point equation has multiple solutions it is possible for the two
groups to coordinate on different solutions, in which case we say that there is
income inequality between groups in equilibrium “generated’’ by statistical
discrimination.

3.3 Implications for Observable Returns to Skills
The most fundamental assumption in a model of statistical discrimination is
that firms cannot observe productivity perfectly. It seems unlikely that the
researcher has perfect information about workers productivity, so in order to
take the theory seriously it seems to us that the empirical strategy must deal
with imperfect measures of productivity in the data.6
A very basic observation is that the model has empirical implications also if
actual productivity is unobservable. Suppose that the researcher has access to
the information available to the firms. Also, suppose that the imperfect
measure of productivity is racially unbiased, so that the probability of
drawing θ1 depends only on the level of human capital and not on group iden6. A notable exception is FOSTER and ROSENZWEIG [11], [12], who use detailed micro data from rural
economies. Several observations of piece-rate and time-rate earnings are available. Using piecerate earnings as an independent measure of productivity can allow for the identification and testing
of statistical discrimination.
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tity. We observe that if group B is statistically discriminated against so that
π B < π W , it must be that I (π B ) < I (π W ). The only way this can happen is
if the “return to a high signal’’ is higher in group W than in group B, which is
equivalent to:
(5)

w B (θ1 ; π J ) − w B (θ0 ; π J ) < w W (θ1 ; π J ) − w W (θ0 ; π J ).

If the researcher in this simple world observed that the average wage in
group B is below the average wage in group W, but that (5) fails, the conclusion would be that there is something wrong with the model. Hence the
hypothesis of statistical discrimination could be falsified without directly
observing individual productivities.

3.4 The Consequences of Using a Measure of Skill not
Observed by Firms
Suppose that the researcher does not observe θ but observes instead a different signal  ∈ {1 ,0 } which is not observed by the firms. We assume that
also the signal  is racially unbiased, so that the probability of obtaining 1
depends only on whether the worker is qualified or not and not on group identity. Hence, we let
Pr [ = 1 |h = 0] = ru < rq = Pr [ = 1 |h = 1] ,
where it is irrelevant for the discussion below whether θ or  is the more
precise measure of skill.
Since θ and  are both proxies of unobservable skills it seems reasonable to
simply replace θ with  in (5) and check whether the returns to the observable measure of skill is lower for the group with less human capital. That is,
we take


R J (π J ) = E w J |1 − E w J |0
(6)
as the operational measure of return to skill in group J. To assess this strategy
we will assume that our simple model of statistical discrimination is true and
that the equilibrium that generates the data is an equilibrium where
πB =
/ π W . It is then straightforward to derive what the investigators measure
of observable skill should be in terms of π J and parameters of the model, as
R(π J ) = E(w J |1 ) − E(w J |0 )
(7)


= Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J )w J (θ1 ; π J ) + 1 − Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J ) w J (θ0 ; π J )

− Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J )w J (θ1 ; π J ) + 1 − Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J ) w J (θ0 ; π J )
= [Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J ) − Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J )][w J (θ1 ; π J ) − w J (θ0 ; π J )],

where, using BAYES’ rule,
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Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J )

(8)



π J pq rq + 1 − π J pu ru






= J
π pq rq + 1 − π J pu ru + π J 1 − pq rq + 1 − π J (1 − pu )ru


π J pq rq + 1 − π J pu ru
=
π J rq + (1 − π J )ru

Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J )



π J pq (1 − rq ) + 1 − π J pu (1 − ru )


= J
π pq (1−rq )+ 1−π J pu (1−r u )+π J (1− pq )(1−r q )+(1−π J )(1− p u )(1−r u )


π J pq (1 − rq ) + 1 − π J pu (1 − ru )

 

=
.
π J 1 − rq + 1 − π J (1 − ru )

Comparing (4) with (7) we observe that the only difference between the
 
expressions is that pq − pu in I π J , is replaced with Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J )
 
− Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J ) in R π J . Hence, the true incentives is the wage premium
for a good “employer signal”, multiplied with the difference in obtaining a
good signal between a qualified worker and an unqualified worker. In the
expression for the observed measure of returns to skill the wage premium is
instead multiplied with the difference in the probability of obtaining a good
employer signal between a worker with a good “investigator signal’’ and one
with a bad “investigator signal”.
Since there are both qualified and unqualified workers that draw 1 it
follows that Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J ) < pq , and symmetrically Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J ) > pu .
Hence, the measured incentives will be a biased measure of the true incentives. This should be intuitive, and, since we are mainly concerned with the
relative magnitude of the incentives rather than a dollar value, it is not a
problem in itself.
The more serious issue is that Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J ) − Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J ) changes with
J
π . Hence, different compositions of investors and non-investors in the two
groups lead to different magnitudes of the bias. Moreover, there is nothing in
the theory that suggests that the bias should either be larger or smaller in the
statistically discriminated group: it all depends on parameters of the model
and we can see no way to a priori judge which case is the more likely.
The “composition effects’’ that lead to group differences in Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J )
− Pr(θ1 |0 ,π J ) may be strong enough to make “observed returns to skills’’
the same or even higher for the group with lower returns to skill investments.
As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the possibility that the returns to skill
measured by the signal available to the researcher are the same for both
groups in spite of the wage differences being generated by statistical discrimination. The two functions I (π ) and R(π ) are constructed using parameters
pq = rq = .8, pu = 0.5, and ru = 0.1. We have indicated two possible
incenproportions of investors, π B and π W with π B < π W . The associated
 


tives to acquire human capital I (π B ) and I (π W ) satisfy I π B < I π W
hence there exist (an abundance of) distributions G such that the equilibrium
conditions hold for π B and π W . Even though “true incentives’’ are different
408

FIGURE 1
Incentives and observed incentives
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between the two groups, they appear to be the same to the investigator observing a different signal. Notice that this is true even though the researcher’s
signal is more informative than the signal used by firms, having higher correlation with productivity for any π.
So far we have only discussed bad news. However, for any π J ∈ (0,1)

(9)

lim
Pr(θ1 |1 ,π J ) = pq
(rq ,ru )→(1,0)
lim
Pr(θ0 |1 ,π J ) = pu .
(rq ,ru )→(1,0)

There is some continuity in the model implying that if the researcher’s signal
is a “good enough’’ indicator of human capital, then differences in observed
returns to skill cannot be explained away with group specific differences in
the bias of the estimated returns to human capital accumulation.

4 Continuous Human Capital
In this section we will consider a version of the setup which, while still
being very special, is somewhat more flexible than the discrete example in the
previous section. Our objective is to generate a model of statistical discrimination where log wages are linear in the proxy for skill. This allows us to
analyze the bias that is generated when the firms and the empirical investigator observe different proxies of skills in a setup that should look familiar to
most readers. Returns to skill in this variant can be measured as the coefficient on the imperfect measure of skill from a Mincerian regression.
EMPIRICAL IMPLICATIONS OF STATISTICAL DISCRIMINATION ON THE RETURNS
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The distributional assumptions necessary for this log-linear version of the
model imply that there is only one non-trivial equilibrium that we can
compute. Discrimination can thus not be a pure equilibrium phenomenon in
this version. However, we may still use this model to assess whether there are
differences in incentives by allowing certain (in principle estimable) parameters to differ.
Again the two groups can be analyzed in isolation, so we will for simplicity
drop the superscript J indicating group identity. We will generate wages loglinear in the measure of skill by setting the model up so that the distribution
of human capital is lognormal in equilibrium. Recall that variable x is lognormal with parameters µ,σ if ln(x) is normal with mean µ and standard
deviation σ. We assume that the individual i has a cost function for human
capital accumulation given by
C (h; i) =

(10)

h
i

and that ln (i) ∼ N (µi ,σi ). We parameterize preferences by assuming that
u(w) = ln(w). As in the previous example we assume that a worker with
human capital h produces output worth h no matter which firm the worker is
employed in or what the composition of the labor force is. For now, we
simply assume that the distribution of h in the population is lognormal with
parameters µh and σh , i.e. ln(h) ∼ N (µh ,σh ). Once we have derived the
associated equilibrium wages given this distributional assumption we will go
back and verify that this is true given the parameterization of the preferences
and cost functions assumed above.
In order for wages to be log-linear in θ we need to assume that
θ = ln(h) + ε, where ε ∼ N (0,σε ). 7 Standard properties of the Normal
distribution imply that the conditional distribution of ln(h) given θ is also
Normal:


(11)

 2 2 
 σ σε
f (ln(h)|θ ) ∼ N µh
+θ
, h 2  .
2
2
2
2
σε + σ h
σε + σ h
σε2 + σh
σh2

σε2

Risk neutral firms pay workers E (h|θ ) in equilibrium. This expectation is


easily calculated: if lnx ∼ N (µ,σ ), then E(x) = exp µ + σ 2 /2 . We thus
conclude that the equilibrium wage scheme must be

1 σh2 σε2
.
+θ
+
w (θ ) = E(h|θ ) = exp µh
2 σε2 + σh2
σε2 + σh2
σε2 + σh2


σε2

σh2

To simplify notation we define constants
7. Or, equivalently that θ = hε, where lnε ∼ N (0,σε ) . Since θ is an ordinal variable there is no
difference between this setup and the one we use.
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α ≡ µh
(12)
β≡

1 σh2 σε2
+
2 σε2 + σh2
σε2 + σh2
σh2
σε2

σε2 + σh2

so that w(θ ) = exp(α + βθ ). The individual decision problem is to solve,
(13)

max E θ [u (w (θ )) |h] − C (h; i) = max E θ [ln (w (θ )) |h] −
h 0

h∈H

h
.
i

But given that the worker chooses human capital h she knows that her signal
is normal with mean ln h, i.e. θ = ln(h) + ε, where ε ∼ N (0,σε ), so


E θ [ln (w (θ )) |h] = E θ ln (exp (α + βθ )) |h
(14)
= E θ [α + βθ |h] = α + β E θ (θ |h) = α + βln h
Hence, the maximization problem reduces to
max α + βln h −

(15)

h 0

h
.
i

This is a strictly concave maximization problem and since limh→0 β/ h − 1/i
→ ∞ for every i > 0 the solution must be interior. The first order condition
to the maximization problem is β/ h − 1/i = 0 and from this we conclude
that h (i) = βi, implying that human capital is distributed log-normally as we
conjectured when we derived the wage schemes. More precisely,
ln (h) ∼ N (µi + lnβ,σi ) .

(16)

The wage scheme the worker expects in order for (16) to be the equilibrium
human capital distribution was derived from the assumption that
ln (h) ∼ N (µh ,σh ). Hence, for the distribution of h to be a rational expectations equilibrium it must be that
σh = σi
(17)



µh = µi + lnβ = µi + lnβ = µi + ln

= µi + ln

σi2
σε2 + σi2



σh2



σε2 + σh2

.

Since µi ,σi and σε all are exogenous parameters this calculation shows that
there is only one equilibrium in the model where the distribution of human
capital follows a non-degenerate lognormal distribution. There is also a trivial
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equilibrium where no worker invests at all, and there may be equilibria where
the distribution is non-degenerate, but not lognormal.
The skill distribution in the lognormal equilibrium has the following mean
and variance:




σi2
σi2
E(h) = exp µi + ln
+
2
σε2 + σi2






σi2
2
2
+
σ
exp
σ
−
1
V ar (h) = exp 2µi + 2ln
i
i
σε2 + σi2
This shows that the average human capital investment is inversely related to
the variance of the signal noise but increases with the variance of the cost
distribution.
To summarize, we found that there are potentially multiple equilibria, but
there is only one interesting equilibrium that we are able to compute. Hence
we have to resort to exogenous differences between groups in order to rationalize any differences in behavior. In particular, if we make the more or less
standard assumption that the signal is noisier for minorities than it is for
whites, then that will create lower investments in human capital in the minority.8

4.1 The Consequences of Relying on Tests that are not
Observed by Firms
Assume that the investigator instead observes a variable , correlated with
h satisfying  = ln(h) + δ, where δ ∼ N (0,σδ ) is independent from the
noise in the firm signal ε. Moreover, imagine that the investigator tries to
determine whether differences in incentives to invest can explain the differences in average wages between group B and group W by regressing log
wages on a constant and . Dropping group superscript J, and assuming that
N we can define the following
the investigator observes the sample [i ,wi ]i=1
least squares estimator:
Cov N (i ,ln(wi ))

b=
V ar N (i )
where V ar N and Cov N denote the sample variance and covariance.
b is a biased measure of the returns to
We now measure the extent in which 
skill β. We have assumed i = ln h i + δi and from the model we derived
ln(wi ) = α + βθi = α + β(ln h i + εi ). Variables ln h i , εi , δi are drawn
from i.i.d.normaldistributions
with mean and variance respectively equal to



 

σi2
,σi2 , 0,σε2 , 0,σδ2 . Hence,
µi + ln
2
2
σε +σi

8. The most common way to generate statistical discrimination in the literature is to assume that
signals of the performance of the discriminated group are less accurate than for the dominant
group. See for example PHELPS [20], AIGNER and CAIN [1], LUNDBERG and STARTZ [13], and
CORNELL and WELCH [10].
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Cov N (i ,ln (wi )) = Cov N (ln h i + δi ,α + β(ln h i + εi ))
(18)

= βCov N (ln h i ,ln h i ) + βCov N (ln h i ,εi )
+ βCov N (δi ,ln h i ) + βCov N (δi ,εi )

But the realizations of (ln h,ε) are i.i.d. and so are (δ,ε) and (δ,ln h). Hence
we can apply the law of large number and observe that the first term in (18)
converges to βσi2 , while the others converge to 0. Similarly, V ar N (i )
converges to the population variance of  which is equal to σδ2 + σi2 .
We can therefore derive the following asymptotic result:


σi2

p lim(b) = β
(19)
σδ2 + σi2


so that the asymptotic bias is −βσδ2 / σδ2 + σi2 .
The only difference between our setup and the canonical setup with
measurement error is that there are two independent error terms generating
the difference between θ and  rather than a single error term. However, for
large samples it is only the noise in the signal  that matters directly (indirectly our theory implies that the other error term affects the distribution of
human capital). In any other way the intuition from the canonical model with
measurement error goes through: estimates are downwards biased and the
larger is the measurement error the larger is the downward bias.
Since the group with higher human capital has higher β, it is possible that
the estimated difference in returns to skill is smaller than the true difference,
in which case the investigator may erroneously believe there is no statistical
discrimination. This however depends on the details on how statistical
discrimination is generated. The next section investigates this issue and
discusses how we may be able to reconcile NLSY data with the presence of
statistical discrimination.

5 Discussion: Estimates of Returns to
Skill Using NLSY Data
In their study of black-white wage differences, NEAL and JOHNSON [17]
found that skill differences accounts for a quite large share of the wage gap.
This fact alone is obviously consistent with wage differentials generated by
statistical discrimination, but they argue explicitly against such an interpretation. Instead they argue that the differences are created during childhood and
are driven by differences in family backgrounds and other obstacles that make
it hard for black children to acquire human capital. Their reason for dismissing the hypothesis that statistical discrimination has anything to do with the
differences comes from the fact that the OLS estimates of return to AFQT are
roughly the same for blacks and whites.
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We know from the discussion above that OLS estimates of the AFQT coefficient are biased estimates of the return to acquire skills if data is generated
from the model discussed in this article. Also notice from (19) that the magnitude of the bias depends on the variance of the skill distribution, which in turn
(according to the theory) is related to the observable variance of wages. In
addition there are restrictions from the theory, which together with the observation that we do observe the wage variance means that it is quite possible
that the finding that the OLS estimates are the same in both groups cannot be
consistent with the model.
In (20) below we summarize the summary statistics from the NLSY sample
(restricted to male workers) that relates directly to the theory.

(20)

Black

White

Observations

466

825

w j ≡ Average(ln(w))

6.64

6.89

≡ Stdev(ln(w))

.46

.43

≡ Stdev(ln())

.82

.93

.19 (.02)

.18 (.02)

σwJ
σJ

bJ

Notice that we interpret the AFQT test score as the variable  in our model
and that the estimated coefficient resulting from regressing log wages on
AFQT scores (standard errors in parenthesis) is not significantly different
between groups.9
We can ask whether it is possible to reconcile the facts in (20) with the
model and whether there are any reasons to believe that blacks returns to skill
are lower than whites’, so that incentives determine to the lower skill level
among blacks.
The model implies (using (12) and σi = σh ) that wage means and the variances should be related to the fundamental parameters of the model as
follows (omitting group superscripts):
w = E(log(w)) = α + β E(θ )



σi2
1 σi2 σε2
µh
+
+
= µh
2 σε2 + σi2
σε2 + σi2
σε2 + σi2


 


σε2

(21)

= µh +

(22)

σw2

α
1 σi2 σε2
2 σε2 + σi2


= µi + ln

2

β
2
σi

σε2 + σi2

= V ar (log(w)) = β V ar (θ ) =


+

1 σi2 σε2
2 σε2 + σi2

 2 2
σi
σε2 + σi2

9. NEAL and JOHNSON [17] also find that the coefficient is not significantly different when controlling
for age and the square of AFQT.
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2
σ
= V ar () = V ar (log(h)) + σδ2 = σi2 + σδ2

(23)
(24)

p lim 
bJ =

σi2

σi2

σε2 + σi2 σδ2 + σi2

Because the scale of the AFQT variable is arbitrary, we have chosen to
2 . Assume that AFQT precision doesn’t vary between races
initially ignore σ
(i.e. σδB = σδW = σδ ), and ignore small sample issues and treat the estimate

b J as the asymptotic limit of the least square coefficient. Then, (21), (22), and

(24) provide six equations in seven unknowns: σiJ ,σεJ ,µhJ , J = B,W and σδ .
There is one free parameter, so there may be several solutions. For example,
two sets of parameters that satisfy all six equations are:
Example 1

Example 2
Black

σδ2

White

Black
σδ2

1.90

White
1.94

σi2J

.52

.49

σi2J

.481

.449

σε2J

.069

.067

σε2J

.022

.020

µhJ

6.73

6.99

µhJ

6.67

6.92

We computed
the implied value of the returns to investment
 in each example


β J = σiJ 2 / σiJ 2 + σεJ 2 . Parameters in Example 1 imply β B = 0.882

> β W = 0.879, while those in Example 2 imply β B = 0.956 < β W
= 0.958. Hence, depending on the assumed value of σδ whites may have
higher or lower returns to investment than blacks. However, we cannot rationalize large positive differences in returns to investment between whites and
blacks. We also observe that the parameters computed in each example imply
lower AFQT variance in whites, which is counterfactual.
If one is willing to relax the assumption that AFQT precision is the same
/ σδW , then it is possible to reconcile all of the eight restricand allow σδB =
tions from (21)-(24) together with large, positive differences in returns to
investment between whites and blacks. However, to achieve this we need
σδB < σδW , which some may find counterintuitive. This perhaps suggests that
the data from the NLSY sample is hard to reconcile with black males being
significantly statistically discriminated.
We believe that a fruitful approach to investigate whether statistical
discrimination is a plausible factor for the explanation of the wage gap is to
force the model to match moments of the AFQT distribution as well. The way
to do this, however, is not obvious because the scale of the AFQT variable is
arbitrary and it is doubtful whether results that rely on the cardinal properties
of this variable should be taken seriously. We have chosen to investigate this
issue in future research.
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6 Conclusion
The basic message with this article is that if the theory of statistical discrimination is to be taken seriously, then the empirical work should reflect the
most fundamental assumption in the theory: true productivity is observed only
with error. We have argued that the most crucial implication of the theory is
that the returns to accumulate imperfectly observable skills should be lower
for groups with lower average wages.
If the researcher can observe the same variables that firms use in choosing
their wage offers, these returns can be quantified by measuring the returns to
the observable proxies of productivity used by employers. However, using
measures of the returns skills that are not observed by the firms generates
biased estimates of the returns to skill due to measurement error. The nature
of the bias is such that the researcher may conclude that the returns to skill are
the same for both groups even if the data is generated by an equilibrium with
statistical discrimination.
The reader should notice that we are not saying that estimates of return to
ability using AFQT or other measures of ability are necessarily contaminated
by measurement error. In the context of the very model we are using, the
procedure is fine if employers could observe the AFQT test scores in the
dataset. If human capital can be perfectly observed by firms or if the informational asymmetry can be “contracted away’’ the procedure would also be
legitimate, but then one could not interpret this as evidence either against or in
favor of statistical discrimination since it would be impossible to support
statistical discrimination in such a model.
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